Dear Karen,
Thank
for your time, patience and effort in addressing safety issues and
improprieties with Detroit Tower and the Agency. The following is offered as a response
to the supplemental information received from the Agency.
In the April 16, 2012 memorandum, Allegation 1, Updated Response states, "Our review
of the
concluded that increased separation between the aircraft on a missed approach
and the departing aircraft was necessary." What do they mean by this statement? That
proper separation did not exist prior to April 3, 2012? And what is increased separation?
There has been no increase in separation;
has been only a change to the published
missed amJroactles.
the next
"We will be distributing a training briefing to the other
airports in the NAS ... and that will be supplied in a future update." I believe that not
only should an update be given, but the training briefing should also be supplied to the
OSC immediately.
Allegation Updated Response, first paragraph, last sentence states, " .... DTW was
instructed to provide radar vectors that met/exceeded the criteria 0.(paragraph 5-8-5 for
all missed approaches that might occur during the conduct ofsimultaneous operations
and training preparation." This statement was repeated at least six times throughout
these documents. We were never told this. As a matter of fact we were told
emphatically not to do anything different than we were already doing. There was never a
briefing
or any verbal
at
to
above statement.
they state,
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we decided a proactive restatement of the correct
than an inquiry to each facility. The
will be
5-8-3 and
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since
to
(LC) and on-the-job trainee (OJT) controllers) working
This is
disingenuous statement It has not taken
told to keep
we are doing.
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in the
it states, "Throughout the observed/audited period, no violations
ofair traffic policy were noted and no losses ofseparation have been associated with
simultaneous operations at DTW" While this might be true, operational errors definitely
occurred on every north flow day when either the visibility was below 2 or the ceiling
was below 900 AGL. It is not possible that there were no errors; just that the QA people
not know
they were looking at or
to look for, there were errors,
not
recognized.
were looking at" was offered
original response
following statement and QA
was not landing, and there is no way
feasible could
landing, on
given the weather. Runway 3
can be utilized for landing during visual conditions, but does not have an instrument
was not a
4
departure eastbound. N77RG was a Runway 3 Right departure westbound.
The following will cover the March 29,2012 emaiL
of guidance and liability for every controller working at an airport
are not 3 miles apart
parallel or diverging. Local controllers, like me
2009, I
, complied
7110.65, yet they
me. Had these two
aircraft hit or if two hit in the future because as they said no changes affect what
happened (and
again),
will
controller, even
the PMAs were ,",1UU1",,"'~'

statement
I saw
not to tum and continue on runway heading. The arrival then reported going around
I
a
heading to
miss
The departure never turned towards
go around aircraft. I de-conflicted the situation.
It is .329 nautical miles between RY
and
3R. My two aircraft were .3 nautical
the
judgment, my aircraft were too close. What is the Agency's
stance going to be
a RY 3L departure turns toward RY 3R,
is 1000' closer to
is to 4L, and there is a
go-around on
3R?

Also on page 2, the Agency states, "De-confliction required to comply with paragraph
"
is
one
wants us to
towards the arrival runway. I thought they wanted us to protect for the 30
rlp,v.,."",'" not
IS
I

deviations or operational errors have
11, the Agency states, "No
been identified since November 2011 associated with simultaneous operations or the
application ofparagraphs 5-8-3 and 5-8-5." I submitted two video and audio playbacks,
one dated November 13, 2010 and the other dated AprillO, 2011.
April 2011
was almost identical to my
the Agency said
there were no
situation.
November
0 playback showed aircraft landing on
4L and 4R, departure aircraft off ofRY
turning toward both of the arriving
aircraft
4R simultaneously
RY 4L
All three runways were being worked by
different controllers on three different
So I
it
curious that
chose to state that there have been
date of November
1. The Agency has
L,,",,"VHJ"H~C0 as
not
either

Agency states that I respectfully declined the opportunity to meet with DTW
management,
a request to meet with an ATO executive when the
OSC can attend. That is not true. I requested a de-brief from Mr. Joseph Teixeira
there was not a caveat of when
can attend, but a request for them to attend.
(Attachment 1) I asked my manager he thought that I declined and stated no, I just
requested Teixeira to de-brief me. Neither my manager nor I have received a response
from the Agency.
On page 7, the Agency states, "None ofthe changes identified in the DTW corrective
action plan were necessary to prevent the operational error (OE) that occurred on
December 25, 2009. While the revised missed approach procedures make it easier for
controllers to comply with the rules, the retraining is the most proactive portion of the
corrective action plan to help all local controllers (LC) avoid this situation in the
future." The paragraph listed that I violated was 5-8-5, so why are they changing the
missed approaches to easier comply with 5-8-5 and then saying the changes would not
have prevented the OE? Once again the most proactive portion is the retraining and the
facility has stated to keep doing what we are doing.
The training we received covered the fact that this scenario can and will happen again.
Nothing to
public or
liability of
has changed.
Nancy B. Kalinowski notices offered in my initial response, she states, "It is incumbent
upon controllers as a first priority of duty to establish departure separation as soon as
possible after the transition of a missed approach/go-around" and "While separation
requirements are clearly defined for application between arriving and departing aircraft
and between subsequent departures, they are not explicitly stated for application to
missed approach/go-around traffic as it transitionsfi'om arrival to departure status. "
The Agency needs to restate Ms. Kalinowski notices. Sometimes aircraft get close
together and no rules apply for a short period
The 7110.65 tells us not to let
them hit. So there needs to be some acknowledgement by the Agency that this might
happen
transitioning between 5-8-3, 5-8-4, 5-8-5 and 5-5-7 and between different
phases of flight. The close
of aircraft when arriving and departing will happen
should
to
or facility.
is
to accept this,
to ensure separation.
almolng operational
and that confusion
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not
of our
Quality Assurance personnel
nn'cpnJf->1l controllers departing aircraft
poor weather conditions with landing aircraft on
violates their view of paragraph
and to my
of the operational errors. Just because an aircraft did not
not reported
execute a missed approach does not mean a rule was not violated, correct?
The Oliginal report states that we (controllers) are operating under conflicting rules, lack
clear guidance and training and committed unreported (unrecognized) operational
errors. The
even
a lack understanding among
front line managers.
the operational error, we have received only one attempt at clarification. The MBI
was also dismissed as inadequate guidance. So just by changing
the missed approaches all of these issues have disappeared yet none corrected the
was
to be addressed.
are
not
to
page. I am sure what they are trying to accomplish. The Agency repeatedly states that
improvements were identified and corrected on 18 of the 21 approaches here at DTW as
an this hard work was put into this effort. you read everything offered by the
Agency, the only thing that was changed was the 18 missed approaches.
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Agency attachments 1,
4, 5 all say
just different formats. These
were
documents offered
our
changed nothing. Again,
training
we received covered the fact that this scenario can and will happen again and to keep
doing what we are
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John,
you

a de-brief covering

December 25,2009 operational error.

While I appreciate the offer, the facility filed. the situation as a pilot deviation. It was
overridden by entities outside the facility and changed to an operational error. For this
reason I am
de-briefing be
by Mr. Joseph Teixeira, Vice
President
addition, since this is one of the corrective actions derived from my Office of Special
Counsel charge, I am requesting that a member of the Special Counsel be present during
de-briefing.
Sincerely,

